This paper summarizes the six missions to the vicinity of libration points that have been flown up to the time of this conference in June 2002. The first libration-point mission, the third International Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE-3), is emphasized because it laid the groundwork for so many later missions, most of which are covered more thoroughly in other papers given at this conference. First, the authors present some basic properties of libration-point orbits, and some history of their development for early missions. Only brief information is given here; details can be found in the references.
Introduction
In 1772, the French mathematician, J. L. Lagrange, showed that there are five positions of equilibrium in a rotating two-body gravity field. Three of these "libration points", or Lagrangian points, are situated on a line joining the two attracting bodies, and the other two form equilateral triangles with these bodies. All five libration points lie in the orbit plane of the two primary bodies. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the libration points near the Earth. Their proximity makes them most attractive for possible space mission applications. 2 shows the basic linearized equations of motion near the Sun-Earth L1 libration point. The out-of-plane frequency is slightly different from the in-plane frequency, resulting in motion that describes a Lissajous figure as viewed from the Earth. It is wellknown that the collinear libration points are unstable and that the equilateral points L4 and L5 are only quasi-stable in the Earth-Moon system. Therefore, some form of station keeping control is needed to maintain a spacecraft at or near a libration point, especially the collinear ones. G. Columbo first showed that the ∆V cost for maintaining a satellite near a collinear point was mainly a function of the accuracy of its orbit determination and could be as small as 10 m/sec per year 1 .
Figure 2. Equations of Motion near the Sun-Earth L1 Libration Point.

History and Use
The libration points in the Earth-Moon system were known by the early pioneers of space flight, but it was not until 1950 that Arthur C. Clark suggested that the L2 point of the Earth-Moon would be an ideal site to broadcast radio and TV signals to colonies on the back side of the Moon 2, 3 . But at lunar L2, the comsat would be invisible from Earth. In 1966, Farquhar proposed a Lissajous path around lunar L2 to keep stationkeeping costs under about 10 m/sec per year and allowing visibility from Earth most of the time 4 . But to allow continuous communication with Earth, periodic out-of-plane maneuvers are needed to effectively change the period of the out-of-plane motion to match that of the inplane motion, allowing what was coined a "halo" orbit to be flown. A data-relay satellite that would fly such a path was considered for Apollo 17 when that mission would have been the first manned landing on the far side of the Moon; see Fig. 3 . But that idea was dropped when the Apollo program was shortened and Apollo 17 was changed to a nearside mission.
In 1973, Farquhar and Kamel discovered that when the in-plane oscillation is greater than 32,379 km, there is a corresponding value of the out-of-plane amplitude that has the same period, producing a "natural" halo orbit 5 . More information about the early development of libration-point orbits, and attempts to use them for space missions such as Apollo, is given in a recent paper by Farquhar 6 .
Figure 3. Lunar Farside Communications Link.
With the end of the Apollo program, interest in lunar missions waned. As early as 1964, Farquhar recognized that the Sun-Earth L1 point would be an ideal location to continuously monitor the interplanetary environment upstream from the Earth 7 . From then until 1970, several attempts were made to convince scientists of the value of an L1 monitor to measure the solar wind before it reached the Earth. But there seemed to be a fear of doing something this new so that little interest was expressed for this proposal; see 
ISEE-3
In 1971, the fears subsided when N. F. Ness, a renowned space physicist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, was impressed with the utility of a spacecraft near the SunEarth L1 point to monitor the upsteam solar wind. In 1972, it was decided to include such a satellite in a proposed three-spacecraft program that became known as the International Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE) Program 8 . ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 would stay in a highly elliptical Earth orbit with an apogee distance of about 24 Earth radii. The separation of the two spacecraft would be controlled to measure the magnetosphere's fine structure. ISEE-3 would be located in a halo orbit about the Sun-Earth L1 point to monitor the solar wind about one hour before it reached the magnetosphere, and ISEE-1 and 2.
A relatively small-amplitude Lissajous path was ruled out due to frequent crossings of the solar radio interference exclusion zone, a 3° radius centered on the Sun (as seen from the Earth) where S-band communication would be difficult or impossible; see Instead, a halo orbit was desired that would avoid the exclusion zone. ISEE-3 was designed to be a spinning spacecraft with a pancake-beam antenna on its axis, which would be kept perpendicular to the ecliptic plane within ±1°. Since the pancake beam antenna would work over a range of 12° centered on the spacecraft's "equator", this imposed additional constraints on the orbit shown in Fig. 6 . The Z-amplitude selected for ISEE-3's orbit was 120,000 km, subtending 4.5° at the 1.5-million-km distance of the Sun-Earth L1 point, so the trajectory missed all of the constaint zones by the maximum amount, 1.5°. The corresponding Y-amplitude is 666,670 km. An isometric view of this periodic halo orbit is shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 shows the ISEE-3 spacecraft in its flight configuration with its booms and antennas deployed. The drum-shaped spacecraft is spin stabilized with a nominal spin rate of 20 rpm. A pair of Sun sensors, accuracy about 0.1°, determine attitude. A hydrazine propulsion system is used for attitude and ∆V maneuvers. There are 12 thrusters, four radial, four spin-change, two upper-axial, and two lower-axial. Eight conospherical tanks held 89 kg of hydrazine at launch, providing a total ∆V capacity of about 430 m/sec. Since a libration-point mission had never been flown before, this large capacity provided margin in case the actual station-keeping costs were higher than theoretical models predicted. Detailed descriptions of the 13 science experiments are given in Ref. 9 . ISEE-3 was launched by Delta rocket #144 on August 12, 1978 . The spacecraft was built and operated by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). ISEE-3's 100-day transfer trajectory is shown in Fig. 9 , which like most of the following orbit plots is a rotating ecliptic-plane view with the Sun-Earth line fixed (horizontal). Three ∆V maneuvers totaling 57 m/sec removed launch injection errors and inserted into the desired halo orbit. These costs were not optimized due to several operational considerations 10 . Before launch, a contingency study was made to see how large the transfer trajectory insertion underperformance could be and still be able to reach the halo orbit with ISEE-3's ∆V capacity. It was assumed that a first mid-course correction (MCC) maneuver could be performed no earlier than 18 hours after launch. The MCC and halo orbit insertion (HOI) maneuvers were then optimized using the full-force model Goddard Mission Analysis System (GMAS) software to calculate the direct transfer costs shown in the right-hand column of Table 1 . A one-sigma (σ) error by the Delta upper stage amounts to about 5 m/sec at injection, but since the velocity decreases rapidly with time from injection, the MCC needed to correct the error must be about six times larger according to the variant of the vis-viva equation:
Since about 200 m/sec capacity was wanted after arriving at the halo orbit, Table 1 shows that direct transfers could be used to correct injection errors as large as 6σ. However, for large errors, a better solution to the problem was found. By allowing the spacecraft to complete one orbit rather than performing MCC right away, a maneuver is performed instead at the perigee following the injection. Then the injection error can be corrected for approximately its size without the factor of 6 penalty that results when MCC is performed 18h after injection. Another maneuver is performed a day or two after the perigee maneuver. The trajectory for the V-3σ case with this strategy is shown with a solid curve in Fig. 10 . Compared with the nominal transfer, shown as a dashed line, the new transfer costs more at P1 + 1d and at HOI so that the total cost is a little larger than for the direct strategy listed in Table 1 . But with larger errors, the situation with the new strategy improves because the period of the first orbit is shorter. Consequently, the transfer following the P1 maneuver is closer to the nominal transfer (less rotation due to less time in the rotating frame), so the HOI cost decreases with larger errors. At 5σ, the new strategy costs less total ∆V than the direct one. The trajectory for V-6σ is shown in Fig. 11 , which also shows the trajectory in case of 5% execution errors of the perigee maneuver. Like the nominal transfer, the trajectory is sensitive to initial velocity errors, but these can easily be removed a day or so after the perigee. In some cases, a maneuver at the first apogee, A 1 , is needed to raise perigee to prevent atmospheric re-entry. Injection errors as large as -20σ could have been corrected with this strategy 11 . But fortunately this contingency plan was not needed because the actual injection error was only about ½ σ. November 20, 1978 . During the four years it remained in the halo orbit, less than ten m/sec of ∆V were needed each year to maintain the orbit. This was perhaps twice the amount needed to maintain a quasiperiodic "balanced" orbit, removing only the unstable part of the motion, considering the orbit determination errors. ISEE-3 used what would be considered a slightly inefficient strict control strategy, always targeting back to minimize the residuals from the nominal path rather than a loose strategy such as the "energy balancing" maneuvers used by some of the later missions 12 . With a large fuel supply, there was little incentive to maintain the halo orbit in a very optimum way; even with the strict control strategy, ISEE-3 could have been maintained in the halo orbit for about 30 years. But Farquhar and several scientists had other ideas for ISEE-3's future. 
ISEE-3 was injected into its planned halo orbit on
Double Lunar Swingby Orbits
Some scientists were concerned about ISEE-3's measurements being made from a relatively fixed distance from the Earth. What they really wanted was to explore the geomagnetic tail of the Earth, swept back by the solar wind, and to sample it at different distances from the Earth, everywhere from the Moon's orbit to near L2, at 1.5 million kilometers, about four times the lunar distance. They wanted to take ISEE-3 out of the halo orbit to make these new measurements in the opposite direction. In 1981 and 1982, funds for space science were limited and turning off operating spacecraft that had fulfilled their planned mission was being considered. There were strong motives to do something new with ISEE-3 at the end of its planned 4-year mission.
At the same time, scientists were considering ISEE follow-on missions called Origins of Plasmas in the Earth's Neighborhood (OPEN) that later evolved into the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) Program. The geomagnetic tail was a high priority for OPEN. Some sort of highly elliptical orbit would be needed to study the "geotail" at the desired different distances less than the L2 distance, but how could this be done? Fig. 12 shows that a highly elliptical orbit generally maintains its orientation in inertial space so that the apogee is in the tail for only about one month of the year; the rest of the time, the spacecraft would spend most of its time outside the magnetosphere.
Figure 12. Uncontrolled Argument of Perigee (Line of Apsides Fixed).
What was needed was some way to rotate the line of apsides at the rate that the Earth moves around the Sun, about 1° per day. In that way, the apogees could be kept in the geotail, as shown in Fig. 13 . Geotail phenomena could be measured at different distances from the Earth. But how could the line of apsides be rotated at the needed rate? It would cost about 400 m/sec per month to do this with ∆V maneuvers, clearly prohibitive. It was realized that lunar swingby maneuvers must hold the key to solve this problem, but how could it be done? Astrodynamicists around the world worked on the problem, but the first ideas resulted in orbits that passed too close to the Moon, actually a little under the surface when solar perturbations and the approximately 0.05 eccentricity of the Moon's orbit were taken into account.
Farquhar discovered a good solution to the problem in 1979 13 . The trajectory in an inertial frame is shown in Fig. 14. Starting at apogee A1, the spacecraft completes about ¾ an orbit, encountering the Moon at S1. This trailing-edge swingby sends the spacecraft into a higher orbit, past A2, taking 33 days to reach the Moon's orbit again (the dots in Fig. 14 are at 1-day intervals) . By then, the Moon will have completed a little more than one revolution so that it is in position for a leading-edge swingby that lowers the orbit into one like the initial orbit, but with the line of apsides rotated through an angle ∆ω. The process can then be repeated; two cycles of this double-lunar swingby trajectory are shown in the figure. It is called a one-month double-lunar swingby orbit because the duration of the outer loop is just over one month. The perigee and apogee distances of the inner orbit, and the lunar swingby distance, can be varied until ∆ω divided by the (in this case 2-month) cycle time equals the Earth's mean motion around the Sun. These double-lunar swingby orbits are doubly periodic because they are periodic in both lunar and solar rotating frames. The trajectory in the lunar rotating frame is shown in Fig.  15 . Roger Broucke claims that he found this orbit in a comprehensive study of periodic orbits in the circular restricted three-body problem with the Earth-Moon mass ratio undertaken in the 1970's, but he did not publish it, and did not realize its utility.
The utility of double-lunar swingby orbits is seen best when they are portrayed in a rotating coordinate system with the Sun-Earth line fixed. The "one-month" orbit is shown in the solar rotating frame at the top of Fig. 16 . Since the geotail points approximately in the anti-Sun direction, it can be seen that the trajectory spends most of its time in the geotail, and traverses different distances along it. By decreasing the lunar swingby distance, it is possible to achieve other double-lunar swingby orbits with higher outerloop apogees, to dwell in the geotail even longer and measure it over greater distances. Orbits with outer loops just over two months and three months are shown in the middle and bottom of Fig. 16 , respectively. It is also possible to complete multiple revolutions in the inner orbit, increasing the time between the S1 and S2 swingbys to just under two months or even just under three or more months; in these cases, the distance between S1 and S2 increases. Keep in mind that the trajectories in Figures 14-16 were computed with patched conics and circular orbits for the Sun and Moon.
How are double-lunar swingby orbits related to libration-point orbits? Both are highaltitude orbits that maintain a fixed orientation in the Sun-Earth rotating frame, so both are of interest for space physics studies. Libration-point orbits are higher; in fact, in the real solar system with full perturbations, double-lunar swingby orbits with five-month and longer outer loops pass near, or even around, the L1 or L2 libration point. If the timing of the Moon is right (and that can be designed), it is very easy to transfer between these two types of orbits.
____________________________
After the presentation of this paper at the conference in June 2002, M. Hechler claimed that he independently discovered these double lunar swingby orbits in 1979. This claim is not supported by the facts. Although Hechler may have independently calculated these orbits, he acknowledges in a July 1979 ESOC internal document where he first presented his work on them that "Another orbit-type was suggested by Farquhar for the OPEN project which unfortunately was overlooked in the previous studies" (p. 26) 32 . In a letter to Farquhar 
The ISEE-3/ICE Extended Mission
In March 1981, Fred Scarf, the principal investigator for ISEE-3's plasma wave experiment, wanted to use the spacecraft to explore the distant geomagnetic tail or perhaps even to fly through the tail of a comet. He contacted Farquhar about these possibilities; Farquhar realized that ISEE-3, orbiting the L1 libration point, could easily leave the halo orbit (on an unstable manifold, in current terminology) to travel to a wide variety of locations, perhaps with the help of lunar swingbys. At first, the low telemetry rates of ISEE-3's antenna seemed to preclude a comet option. But in July 1981, Joel Smith and Warren Martin at JPL noted that, with upgrades that had recently been made to the Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas, it would be possible to support a data rate of 1000 bits/sec from ISEE-3 at a distance of 0.5 A.U. Momentum built for an extended mission to a comet, preferably also including a geomagnetic tail excursion, especially after plans for a separate dedicated U.S. mission to Halley's comet were abandoned in September 1981. For various reasons, mainly the shorter communication distance, an encounter with comet Giacobini-Zinner (GZ) was selected 6 .
The energies were right, but at first it was not clear how to reach GZ. It was a difficult two-point boundary value problem, with ISEE-3 flying in a fixed halo orbit and the encounter with GZ having to occur on September 11, 1985 when the comet crossed the ecliptic plane. As explained in Ref. 6 , double lunar swingby orbits provided the key. The best way to initiate a lunar swingby sequence was found, illustrated in Fig. 17 . A 4 m/sec retro ∆V caused ISEE-3 to slowly leave the halo orbit and fall towards the Earth and the lunar orbit. Solar perturbations robbed energy from the orbit during late 1982, setting up the good geomagnetic tail passage during a "3-month" loop in early 1983. Since ISEE-3's trajectory was not in the lunar orbit plane, a 34 m/sec out-of-plane maneuver was needed near apogee on February 8 to target the first lunar swingby, S1, on March 30, 1983.
Figure 17. ISEE-3 Transfer from Halo Orbit to Geomagnetic Tail.
Backwards integrations from GZ also showed how the end of the trajectory must be, from the comet to S4 in Fig. 21 . The backwards integrations even found S3, approximately. But how could S1 in Fig. 17 be matched with S3 in Fig. 21 ? Many possible combinations of lunar swingbys were investigated 14 . The best solution turned out to be one of the simplest, a long five-month outer loop that spent a few months near L2 shown in Fig. 18 .
Figure 18. ISEE-3 Five-Month Geotail Excursion.
In 1982 when calculating these trajectories, Dunham discovered an interesting trajectory by decreasing the lunar swingby distance in Fig. 18 . Earlier, he added a subroutine to produce a printer plot of the final trajectory calculated during a run of the program, but unfortunately the plot he produced was lost. Due to its possible current interest, he regenerated the trajectory. First, he started with an actually determined state vector for ISEE-3 just after S1 provided by Craig Roberts, and used the Swingby program to rather closely duplicate Fig. 18 ; the result is in Fig. 19 .
Figure 19. Recent Reconstruction of ISEE-3's Five-Month Geotail Excursion.
Dunham added very small retro ∆V's at the P2 perigee on April 2, 1983, decreasing the lunar swingby distance to achieve longer outer loops, as he did in 1982. By decreasing the velocity by only 4 mm/sec, the lunar swingby distance was decreased by 49 km, resulting in the trajectory to a small-amplitude Lissajous orbit about L2 shown in Fig. 20 . The trajectory did not satisfy the comet goals of ISEE-3 at the time, so unfortunately Dunham did not publish it. But it proved the concept of using a lunar swingby to achieve a small-amplitude L2 Lissajous orbit for very little (only statistical) ∆V several years before such trajectories were planned for the Relict-2 and MAP missions.
Figure 20. Possible ISEE-3 Trajectory to L2 Lissajous Orbit (1982).
ISEE-3 missed its chance to become the first Sun-Earth L2 satellite (that honor goes to the Microwave Anisotropy Probe, or MAP, spacecraft launched in 2001, as noted below), but instead it became the first spacecraft to make in-situ measurements of a comet, a more important distinction to most. Continuing from Fig. 18 , ISEE-3's escape trajectory is shown in Fig. 21 . A close-up view of the S5 lunar swingby that made the spacecraft's trajectory hyperbolic relative to the Earth is shown in Fig. 22 . Just after that swingby, NASA re-named the spacecraft the International Cometary Explorer (ICE). The first 3.4 years of ICE's heliocentric orbit is shown in a much larger ecliptic-plane view, rotating with the Sun-Earth line fixed, in Fig. 23 . Three ∆V maneuvers totaling 42 m/sec were performed in 1985 to target ICE to fly through the tail axis of Comet GZ about 8000 km from the nucleus. More details of the highly successful encounter are given elsewhere 6 . In 2014, ICE will pass near the Earth, and an in-plane ∆V of 1.5 m/sec and an out-ofplane ∆V of 39 m/sec were performed on February 27 and April 7, 1986, respectively, to target a lunar swingby on August 10, 2014. That swingby plus some small maneuvers could capture ICE back into an Earth orbit, perhaps even returning it to a libration-point orbit 15 . But another possibility was found in 1998. With a ∆V of about 25 m/sec performed on January 10, 2010, ICE could swing by the Earth at a distance of about 36 Earth radii and encounter GZ a second time on September 19, 2018 6 . ISEE-3/ICE may be known to most for its comet "first", but in astronautics it is most famous for pioneering the use of both libration-point and double-lunar-swingby orbits. 
Relict-2, First Plans for an L2 Astronomical Satellite
ISEE-3 proved the utility of an orbit about the Sun-Earth L1 point for space physics (especially upstream solar wind) measurements. Orbits about the Sun-Earth L2 point could be used to measure the geomagnetic tail, but already ISEE-3 showed that doublelunar swingby orbits were better for that purpose. However, in the late 1980's, many mission planners learned the value of orbits near the Sun-Earth L2 point for astronomical observations 16 . A satellite there would have an unobstructed view of well over half of the sky with no interference from either the Sun, the Earth, or the Moon, all of which would remain within about 15° of the direction to the Sun. Especially observations in the infrared would benefit since the geometry and construction of the spacecraft would allow passive cooling to very low temperatures; the solar cell panels pointing towards the Sun could shade the scientific instruments. A small-amplitude Lissajous orbit about L2 would be better than the large-amplitude one that would be required by a periodic halo orbit. A dish antenna to send data back to Earth would not have to swivel as far with a smallamplitude orbit. Like for ISEE-3, there would be a central "exclusion zone" both for receiving commands from Earth and for possible long eclipses. The apex of the Earth's shadow almost reaches the mean L2 distance so that total eclipses are rare, but deep partial eclipses could damage the spacecraft. Maneuvers to avoid the exclusion zone would be similar to those needed for station keeping, to remove the unstable component of the motion.
A Russian microwave astronomy satellite called Relict-2 was the first one proposed to use a Sun-Earth L2 orbit in about 1990 17 . Since the spacecraft would have only a limited ∆V capacity, a lunar swingby would be used to achieve the desired small-amplitude orbit. A possible trajectory for Relict-2 published in Ref. 17 is shown in Fig. 24 , the usual rotating ecliptic-plane view with fixed horizontal Sun-Earth line. Unfortunately, the mission has yet to be funded due to financial problems with the Russian space program following the collapse of the Soviet Union. There is still interest in the mission. The S1 lunar swingby shown in Fig. 24 needs to be performed on just one day each month when the Sun-Earth-Moon angle is about 135° between new and full moon. In order to have a reasonable launch window, the spacecraft would be launched into an elliptical "phasing orbit" with apogee just beyond the Moon's orbit where it would stay for several weeks before the lunar swingby. This allows a dozen or more launch opportunities each month rather than the single one that a direct launch to the Moon would entail. Phasing orbits to target a lunar swingby were first used by the Japanese Hiten double-lunar swingby mission in 1990, the second one after ISEE-3 to fly a doublelunar swingby orbit 18 . The cartoons in Fig. 25 , drawn at the Japanese Institute of Space and Astronautical Sciences to explain the phasing orbits used by Hiten, show the advantages and disadvantages of different numbers of phasing orbits. 
SOHO
The SOlar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), the 2 nd ISTP mission, was the 2 nd libration-point mission, a sophisticated ESA solar observatory launched with an Atlas from Cape Canaveral on December 2, 1995 and operated by GSFC. It entered the L1 halo orbit on February 14, 1996 . The continuous detailed solar observations available to all via the Web have set a new standard for solar observation. Many dozens of small "sungrazing" comets have been discovered with SOHO's coronagraph. But its orbit is rather unremarkable, a periodic halo orbit with Z-amplitude 120,000 km being a virtual carbon copy of ISEE-3's orbit; see the ecliptic-plane view in Fig. 26 and References 12, 19, and 20. Communication with SOHO was lost for 6 weeks in mid-1998 due to an attitude maneuver mishap that temporarily crippled the spacecraft. Recovery of the mission, and the heroic efforts to work around the loss of all of SOHO's gyros, make an interesting story 21 . 
ACE
The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) was the 3 rd libration-point mission, launched with a Delta from Cape Canaveral on August 25, 1997. ACE, a particles and fields spacecraft, was built at the Applied Physics Laboratory and is operated by GSFC. Like ISEE-3 and SOHO, ACE was placed into orbit about the Sun-Earth L1 point. ACE started its Lissajous orbit, with an X-amplitude of 81,755 km and a Z-amplitude of 157,406 km, on December 13, 1997. Its in-plane motion is shown in Fig. 26 . Fig. 27 shows the out-of-plane motion, and locations of the first several stationkeeping ∆V maneuvers, for both ACE and SOHO. ACE was the first spacecraft to fly a Lissajous orbit, including "Z-axis control" maneuvers to avoid the solar exclusion zone 12, 22, 23 . 
WIND
The WIND spacecraft, a space physics spacecraft that like SOHO is part of the ISTP program, was funded by NASA and launched with a Delta from Cape Canaveral on November 1, 1994. The spacecraft, operated by GSFC, used four phasing orbits before its initial lunar swingby. For the first time, WIND used a Sunward-pointing double lunar swingby orbit to repeatedly cross and measure the forward bow shock region of the magnetosphere. But following the first lunar swingby, WIND made a large loop around the Sun-Earth L1 point, from February to June, 1995, during its initial 7-month outer loop, qualifying it as the 4 th libration-point mission. The next several outer loops were below L1, as shown in Fig. 28 . From November 1997 to June 1998, near the end of its nominal mission, WIND flew an 8-month outer loop, again passing around L1. During its extended-mission phase, WIND has continued its pioneering orbital acrobatics, including the first extensive out-of-plane measurements of the Earth's magnetosphere and the use of a two-week "back-flip" (coined by C. Uphoff) trajectory using two close lunar swingbys connected by an out-of-plane loop to change its sunward-pointing double lunar swingby trajectory to an anti-sunward-pointing one 24, 25, 26, 27 . 
MAP
The Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP), an astronomical satellite designed primarily to measure the "Big-Bang" background radiation, was funded by NASA and launched with a Delta from Cape Canaveral on June 30, 2001 . Following Relict-2's design 17 (compare Fig. 24 with Fig. 29 below) , MAP used phasing orbits and a lunar swingby to achieve a small-amplitude Lissajous orbit about the Sun-Earth L2 point on October 1, 2001, becoming the 5 th libration-point mission. It was the 2 nd (after ISEE-3) mission to obtain measurements near L2 and the first mission dedicated to this purpose, the first "observatory" to use L2 as proposed in 1990 16 . The need to avoid even shallow lunar partial eclipses complicated the orbit design for MAP 23, 28 . 
Genesis
The Genesis spacecraft, designed to collect samples of the solar wind and return them to Earth for detailed analysis, was funded by NASA and launched with a Delta from Cape Canaveral on August 8, 2001 . Following a trajectory very similar to ISEE-3's (compare Figures 9 and 17 with Fig. 30 below) , Genesis launched into a transfer orbit towards a large-amplitude Sun-Earth L1 Lissajous orbit with a Z-amplitude of about 120,000 km, very similar to ISEE-3's halo orbit. The Lissajous orbit insertion occurred on November 16, 2001 to become the 6 th libration-point mission. The spacecraft collectors were deployed to start capturing solar wind particles a few days later; this phase will last 29 months. Like ISEE-3, Genesis will use lunisolar perturbations to shape its return trajectory, but this time the target is a large Air Force test range in Utah. The spacecraft will use aerobraking during its descent into the atmosphere during a morning in August 2004. During that time of day and year, the weather in Utah is normally very favorable for the return capsule recovery operations, but if necessary, the spacecraft can complete another orbit to return about 20 days later 29, 30 . 
Future Libration-Point Missions
For 18 years after ISEE-3's launch, there were no further libration-point missions. But in the six-year period starting in December 1995, five libration-point missions were successfully launched and operated, gathering important new scientific results in a new cost-effective way, as described above. But these missions only scratch the surface of the potential returns that libration-point orbits can deliver. Table 2 lists the six missions that have now made the flight of these orbits almost routine, and also lists eight planned missions during the next dozen years, all observatory missions to Sun-Earth L2 orbits. Besides these, the TRIANA spacecraft, designed to image the Earth continuously from near the Sun-Earth L1 point, has already been built, but it is not clear now when or if the spacecraft will be launched 31 . Nevertheless, a rich future of libration-point missions is assured, building on the pioneering work of ISEE-3 and the five other libration-point missions that are still operating. For more information, and the latest developments, the Halo Orbit and Lunar Swingby Missions section of the following Web site provides links to the Web sites of most of the missions listed in Table 2 : http://highorbits.jhuapl.edu . 
